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Nixalite Glue Clip & Adhesive
Glue Clip Installation Instructions

If the supplied mounting hardware cannot be used to fasten Nixalite’s bird spikes to the
installation surface, a Glue Clip and Adhesive installation can be done. Glue Clips can fasten
either the Nixalite Premium Barrier Models or the E-Spike Economy Spikes to the surface. Please
read and follow the surface preparation and application steps recommended by the adhesive manufacturer. The
following procedures are the same for wood, masonry, sheet metal, steel, etc. NOTE: If using Nixalite’s adhesive,
download the adhesive product sheet from www.nixalite.com or contact Nixalite for a free copy.

Spacing Glue Clips

Glue Clip Spacing Table

Use the Glue Clip Spacing Table to determine how
many Glue Clips you will need to fasten the spike strips.
Sharing Glue Clips:
Glue Clips use a double mounting hardware design that
allows one clip to secure the ends of two bird spike strips.
Example: The first 48” spike strip in a row uses 4 Glue
Clips. Every 48” spike strip after that requires only 3
Glue Clips. This is because of ‘sharing’. One clip ends
one strip and begins the next strip in a row.

Spike Strip Length

Qty Clips

Spacing

First 48" strip in a row
Every 48" strip after

4 Glue Clips
3 Glue Clips

16" o.c.
16" o.c.

First 24" strip in a row
Every 24" strip after

3 Glue Clips
2 Glue Clips

12" o.c.
12" o.c.

First 12” strip in a row
Every 12” strip after

2 Glue Clips
1 Glue Clip

12” o.c.
12” o.c.

For each row of spikes, the first strip uses one additional glue
clip due to clip sharing. See ‘Spacing Glue Clips’ notes.

Example: Spike strips & shared Glue Clips
First
Glue
Clip

1.

spike strip base

2.

Shared
Glue
Clip

3.

4.

Shared
Glue
Clip

1.

2.

3.
End
of first strip

First 48” strip in row = 4 Forms

Next 48” strip in row = 3 Forms

Start
of next strip

Example: Shared Glue Clip
Wires of spike strip omitted
for illustration purposes

Installing Glue Clips
1. Clean thoroughly
Make sure the installation surface
is clean, dry and free of oil, grease,
dust or dirt. Follow the adhesive
manufacturer’s recommendations
for surface preparations.

1.

2.

Mark where the spike
strip base will be positioned on the surface.
Spike Strip
Base

2. Mark the Nixalite centerline.
With a straight edge, mark the
position of the bird spike base line
on the surface. If you are not sure
where this will be, call Nixalite for
assistance.

Clean surface thoroughly
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3. Determine the spacing
Use the Glue Clip Spacing Chart to
determine the dimensional spacing
between each Glue Clip. Mark the
surface, as indicated by the chart,
along the spike strip base line.

3.

Using the Glue Clip Spacing
Table, mark the Glue Clip
positions along the spike
strip base line.

4.

"hook"
Line up clip "hooks"
with spike strip
base line

16" o.c.
(example)

4. Position the Glue Clip
All Glue Clips come with 2 mounting
clips pre-installed. The spike strip
base snaps into the "hook" end of
the mounting clips. Position the
Glue Clip so the line for the spike
strip base line runs through the
middle of the ‘hook’ of both
mounting clips. Draw around the
Glue Clip to mark its position.

spike
strip base line

4.

Draw around each Glue Clip
to mark its locations.

5.

Apply adhesive to
the marked Glue Clip
locations.

5. Apply adhesive
Apply adhesive to the installation
surface where the Glue Clip will be
positioned. Then apply adhesive to
the back of the Glue Clip. Let both
sit for about 10 minutes (or as
recommended by the adhesive
manufacturer).

6. Push together
Push the Glue Clip with the
adhesive, into the surface adhesive,
until the adhesive squeezes out
through the 2 holes in the Glue Clip.

Marked Glue Clip position

5.

Apply adhesive to the back
side of the Glue Clip (the side
without any hardware).

6.

Push the Glue Clip (with
adhesive on back) into the
adhesive on the surface.

7. Let adhesive cure
Allow the adhesive to FULLY
CURE before installing the spike
strips. This can be from 24 to 48
hours. Refer to the adhesive
manufacturer’s recommended
cure times.

8. Install spike strips
Install the Nixalite Premium
Barrier Models or E-Spike bird
spikes into the mounting clips
provided on the Glue Clip.

7.
Allow the adhesive to
FULLY CURE. This can be
from 24 to 48 hours.

If you will be using Nixalite’s adhesive,
download the product page from
www.nixalite.com or call Nixalite for a
free copy.

Using the
Nixalite installation tool, install the
bird spikes into the hardware.
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